THE USES AND ABUSES OF SATELLITE CHANNELS
Telecasting the Television (TV) programmes of the different countries of the world , satellite channels have added a new
dimension to television. Satellite.

Beside cultural programmers, we can enjoy many cinemas. They will try to commit crimes like cinematic
characters. So, business world, as well as researchers, get valuable support from TV. Satellite channels help us
a lot by reporting on climatic conditions of different parts of the world. There are some channels which
broadcast only news round the clock, some only show cinemas. They demoralize the young generation, the
vital force of a nation. Uses of Satellite TV Spread of attitude and outlook: Satellite channels enable us to
come in close contact with many different cultures and views. Satellite channels broadcast some useful
programmers. Secondly, the accessibility to any programme at any time of the day claims more time from the
spectators and harm their activities specially the study progress of a student. For sitting too long before the TV
set, the eyesight of the viewers is affected. We must be practical in our attitude. Through satellite the East is
being exposed more and more to western music, entertainment and modes of behaviuor. Sometimes, satellite
channels telecast some programmers with indecent costume. This promotes human understanding which is
essential to global peace. Thus selling in our bedroom or drawing room we can see the happenings that have
been going on anywhere in the world. Television also telecast educative programs. We learn about various
ways and styles of life and different attitudes. Satellite channels broadcast the programmes related to the
culture of the different countries. Of these b. Thursday, April 24, Essay on Satellite TVâ€” Its Uses and
Abuses Introduction : Satellite channels mean the foreign television channel that we can use by means of
satellite and dish antenna. Channels like discovery, the national geographic channel, BTV, Door dirham,
national etc. And this also helps popularise games and sports. In fact, satellite telecasting appears the whole
world live in the box and entertaining us of all that is happening around the world. A country cannot remain
aloof from it. With the help of it, we can bring cultural consciousness of the world in our home. The uses and
abuses of satellite channels Wednesday, October 12, The uses and abuses of satellite channels Our age is an
age of science. But satellite TV is not all boons.

